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Abstract
A mass renewable power stations commissioning, first of all solar photovoltaic stations (SPVS) and wind power stations
(WPS) shall be associated with the properly implemented complex load modeling while calculating their electric operation
modes. This article deals with the basic failures of standard algorithm of SPVS and WPS invertors/converters, Fault Ride
Through (FRT), that has to reduce the active power output and to increase that of reactive power, in case of voltage drop.
In order to prevent outages of SPVS and WPS equipment during emergency disturbances, the trip set points of SPVS and
WPS inventors/converters shall be adjusted to those of the adjacent power network protective relay. In this article, an approach
to selecting methods for complex loads modeling, in industrial energy areas, has been developed. A method for calculating
the value of critical voltage across the load bars has been considered, and the relevancy to apply the dynamic scale model
of electric motor has been substantiated. The specific aspects of the voltage-dependent and frequency-dependent load static
characteristics employment, in calculations of electromechanical transient processes, have been analyzed. Recommendations on
representing electric motors integrated into complex load circuits, in various software packages designed for operation modes
calculations, have been stipulated. Various methods making it possible to take account of electromagnetic transient processes, in
rotors of asynchronous motors, have been described. A proper account of complex loads enables to ensure reliable functioning
of SPVS and WPS integrated into energy systems and operating in isolated energy areas avoiding their outages including those
disturbances in power supply of power consuming equipment of industrial areas.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the TMREES22-Fr, EURACA, 2022.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there is a distinct global trend of the step-by-step reduction of the share of conventional energy
sources (such as coal, peat, oil, natural gas) that is accompanied by mass-scale building renewable power stations
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(RPS) The major role of the new generating capacities put into operation, in the field of electric industry belongs to
the wind and solar power (Zeng et al. 2016 [1]; Eroshenko et al. 2016 [2]; Izmailov et al. 2019 [3]). This is being
done for the sake of the carbon-neutrality concept implementation considering the demands of population for all
necessary energy forms in the required amounts and at an acceptable price. Besides, requirements of reliability and
accessibility of energy provision have to be observed (Buchholz and Styczynski, 2014 [4]; Papkov et al. 2015 [5];
Ilyushin et al. 2021a [6]; Rylov et al. 2021 [7]).
RPSs, first of all solar photovoltaic stations (SPVS) and wind power stations (WPS) are put into operation, in a
mass-scale, which requires correctly performed modeling impedance loads, while calculating operating conditions
of electric power circuits. The reason is that the aggregate capacity of the RPSs and other generating equipment
is well comparable to that of loads, in both island and stand-alone modes. One more reason is rather low value of
their interaction impedance. Alarm disturbances associated with undervoltages followed by electric motors automatic
running often lead to the shutdowns of RPSs and to the deficiency of active power.
Many years’ experience has shown that particular energy areas operating in parallel with the energy system
may be separated from it into the island mode (isolated network operation) for various reasons. Most frequently it
happens as a result of OHL emergency de-energizing, during repair and maintenance works on the power network.
Such situations do not rarely occur. That is why they have to be studied in detail with the aim to ensure reliable
functioning of RPSs and other power generating plants (PGP) thus providing guaranteed energy supply to consumers
as long as this energy area is not synchronized to the energy system. Apart from PGPs on the basis of renewable
energy sources, turbine-engined (TEP), gas piston (GPP), diesel generating (DGP) and other power generating plants
playing the role of the mains frequency generator may be in operation, in energy areas (Zimba et al. 2017 [8];
Singh et al. 2017 [9]; Ilyushin et al. 2021b [10]; Shepovalova, 2019 [11]; Shepovalova, 2017 [12]; Strebkov et al.
2019 [13]; Khimenko et al. (2020) [14]).
In isolated energy areas, emergency processes characterized by active power deficiency proceed in much more
heavy-duty conditions compared to their operation in parallel with the energy system (Li et al. 2017 [15]; Tina et al.
2018 [16]; Eroshenko and Ilyushin, 2018 [17]; Ufa RA et al. (2022) [18]).
The major share of the RPSs, excluding large wind-power and solar fields, are integrated into the networks of
medium voltage 6 kV to 35 kV (capacity 5 MW to 10 MW per one line) and of high voltage 110 kV to 220 kV
(capacity 25 MW to 100 MW per one line). In accordance with this concept, the major part of small and medium-size
industrial enterprises having similar power consumption are connected to the medium and high voltage networks.
The principal difference between industrial enterprises and residential energy consumers (population and
consumers considered equivalent to this group) is their power consumption structure. In industrial enterprises, the
major part of electric energy (from 60 % to 95 %) is consumed by asynchronous (AEM) and synchronous (SEM)
motors which is determined by the specifics of the technological process. Typically, direct connection electric motors
are applied since they are much cheaper compared to those of inverter-type (Gurevich and Libova, 2008 [19];
Gurevich and Kabikov, 2005 [20]).
Taking into account that RPSs are distributed over the territories, the aggregate capacities of PGP and electric
motors are nearly of the same order of magnitude, and that interdependent electric resistances are small, motor load
parameters may substantially affect EMTP character and parameters, in distribution networks of medium and high
voltage.
The aim of this article is to analyze the specifics of load impedance modeling while calculating operating mods
in energy systems and isolated energy areas with SPVSs and WPSs. The principal task was an adequate account of
loads, in the design process, with the aim of ensuring reliable functioning of SPVSs and WPSs and energy supply
to electric receivers, in industrial energy areas, thus minimizing possible damage.
2. Methodology
2.1. Effect of electric motor loads on the operation conditions of SPVSs and WPSs
In regulation documents of various countries, the response of PGPs of all types including SPVSs and WPSs
ones on the standard disturbances in energy systems is subject to the specification. The specified requirements are
normally stipulated in the corresponding grid codes that do not leave place for shutting-off SPVSs and WPSs due
to the short-term undervoltage of the specified amplitude and duration.
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In accordance with these requirements, standard algorithm ‘Fault Ride Through’ (FRT) has to be adhered to, in
SPVS and WPS inverters/converters, ensuring fast reduction of active power output and reactive power boost output
into the adjacent network, in undervoltage conditions.
If the preset points of inverters/converters protection are adjusted to those of PR devices, in the adjacent network,
SC occurred in the network adjacent to SPVS and WPS will be quickly eliminated with the help of PR devices
integrated into the electric network components. In case of undervoltage, FRT algorithm activates in all SPVS and
WPS inverters/converters thus contributing to fast recovering the parameters of operating mode. Outage of SPVS
and WPS will not occur in this situation, and the initial value of the output active power will be restored, in the
network, at the rate corresponding to the preset time constant (Mokryani et al. 2017 [21]; Shushpanov, 2021 [22]).
However, in case that the time of SC remedy by PR devices, in the distributionoĭ network adjacent to the SPVSs
and WPSs, is as high as 0.8 s (i.e. exceeds 0.5 s), for instance, due to the activation of the main protection equipment
having the time delay function or of the back-up protection the transient process will have the form shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Transient process for 0.8 s long SC in the network adjacent to SPVS or WPS: (a) active and reactive output power of SPVS or
WPS, (b) voltagee and current flowing from the SPVS or WPS towards SC location.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that, during a long SC in the adjacent network, its operation parameters exceed the limits
of the tolerance range. In this case, FRT algorithm activates, in WPP inverters/converters, but they get shut-down
due to the safety trip of these inverters/converters. Such transient processes make the operating situation still worse
because the deficit of active capacity takes place equal to the output power of particular SPVS or WPS, in pre-fault
conditions (Gurevich et al. 1990 [23]). Therefore, relevant emergency prevention operations have to be provided
in order to compensate this deficit. It can be done either by sharp increasing the active power output by PGP on
non-renewable energy sources or by switching-off a certain part of industrial loads which will result in material
damage and defective products.
Results of EMTP calculations for industrial energy areas comprising SPVSs and WPSs show that, in case of
0.4 s long SC, duration of undervoltage conditions on the output terminals of SPVSs and WPSs will be nearly
twice as long as that of SC, i.e. 0.8 s. It is the consequence of the electric motors automatic starting process when
they consume many folds larger reactive power to recover the rated slip value sr .
Therefore, in case of a three-phase SC in industrial energy area, the time of voltage recovery to the level 0.9UN
is about twice as large as that of SC duration. When the time of SC recovery exceeds 1 s (activation of backup
protection) electric motor automatic starting becomes either too long or principally impossible in which case all
SPVSs and WPSs will be shut-off by the protection systems of inverters/converters.
In the course voltage recovering after SC elimination, reactive power surge occurs, in the OHLs connecting
the energy area with the energy system, or in the SPVSs and WPSs (other PGPs) operating in the island mode
due to AEM automatic starting. This leads to deep undervoltages, in nods, and to the active power surge, in the
end of AEM automatic starting. That is why, in industrial energy areas, PR equipment redesign is required in the
network adjacent to the SPVSs and WPSs in order to reduce SC recovery time to a value of 0.1 to 0.2 s. In these
circumstances, all inverters/converters in SPVSs and WPSs will stay in operation thus avoiding emergency power
deficit requiring certain compensation activities with the use of additional PGPs (Raza et al. 2017 [24]; Ruchika
et al. 2017 [25]; Ramadan et al. 2017 [26]).
EMTP calculations were carried out that made it possible to conclude that particular regard has to be payed to
the load modeling methods in order to ensure reliable SPVSs and WPSs operation as a part of an energy system
or isolated energy areas with industrial enterprises. The accuracy of electric motor operation modeling defines that
of eru calculation results and, therefore, is principally important in terms of selecting appropriate design concepts
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concerning PR devices operation algorithms and adjustment parameters, in adjacent networks, as well as the settings
of protection devices of inverters/converters of SPVSs and WPSs (Singh and Sharma, 2017 [27]; Mehigan et al.
2018 [28]).
Let us consider the general aspects of the electric motor loads modeling, in EMTP calculations, in greater detail.
2.2. General problems of electric motor load modeling
The basic type of motor loads, in industrial energy areas, determining the character and parameters of the
transient processes is AEM. The reason is that the power consumption of AEM changes considerably in time,
in post-emergency operation conditions, which is the consequence of the automatic starting processes.
SEMs are in practical use in industrial energy areas, as well, but their number and aggregate capacity are normally
insignificant. SEM models has to be taken in consideration in calculation models, for the energy area, when either
their share is sufficiently high, in the total load, or their unit capacity is sufficiently large in which case their
individual characteristics have to be used and particular types of the driven mechanisms have to be taken into
account.
The heaviest possible consequence of an emergency disturbance is the voltage collapse that often develops, in
industrial energy areas. Voltage collapse may occur if a large number of AEMs and SEMs change their state during
short-term undervoltage resulting in further voltage reduction. In these conditions, other AEMs and SEMs that have
operated with the rotation velocities close to their normal values may easily change their state, as well. During
voltage collapse, stationary-state voltage values, in the network nods, may be as low as 0.1 UN to 0.4 UN in which
case electric motors that have stopped will be switched-off by their PR equipment.
At the stage of designing, various software packages (SWP) are applied for calculating steady-state operation
modes (SSOM) and EMTP. Impedance loads can be defined in PC as those of AEM and SEM, as well as the static
load (either unchanged impedance resistance Zload = R+jX or static load characteristics, SLC). The specificity of
SLC in EMTP and SSOM calculations is that the SLCs defined for SOM are related to the entire load of particular
nod, while in EMTP calculations they apply to only the static portion of loads (applicable to the entire load of a
nod provided that there is no AEM and SEM, in this nod). In EMTP calculations Zload = const is assumed as the
default option.
Taking into consideration the large amount of initial data related to 0 kV to 220 kV networks, industrial load can
be represented in form of SLC – PL (U, f ), QL (U, f ), in EMTP calculations, for systemically important networks
(330 kV and higher), similarly to SSOM calculations. It is acceptable since SCs in systemically important networks
under consideration are electrically separated from the motor-type loads. Such SCs may affect these loads only
in diminished and smoothed-out forms owing to the influence of power stations, reactive power compensation
equipment, OHL resistances, power transformers, etc.
However, in a general case, substitution of dynamic load models by SLC, in EMTP calculations for distribution
networks containing SPVSs and WPSs, as well as for industrial loads, in energy systems and isolated energy areas,
would be not really correct.
The role of various AEM loads modeling methods in respect to EMTP parameters can be evaluated by comparing
dependences Pload (t) and Qload (t) shown in Fig. 2 where dAEM is the share of AEM loads in particular energy
area. These graphs correspond to three-phase SC, in distributionoĭ network, for three modeling load methods, for
Qload.0 = 0.5Pload.0 (gray shading indicates the areas where method 1 differs from methods 2 and 3):
- method 1: dAEM = 0.7, parameters AEM are averaged, simplified AEM model in form of the static asynchronous
response,
- method 2: dAEM = 0, load is represented by SLC;
- method 3: dAEM = 0, Zload =const.
Load modeling methods are represented in the descending order of their structural complicity. The more correct
is the model the greater number of technical parameters from manufacturer has to be obtained since the datasheet
specifications or reference data related to the corresponding AEMs and SEMs may be not enough.
From the analysis of Fig. 2 the conclusion can be made that curves Pload (t) and Qload (t) are qualitatively identical,
for all EMTP calculations, but certain quantitative differences depending on AEM parameters take place.
The principal distinctive feature of dependences Pload (t) and Qload (t) corresponding to more accurate AEM models
is that the transient processes do not coincide in time, for various AEM groups. Therefore, automatic starting will
1518
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Fig. 2. Dependence of EMTP parameters during three-phase SC, in energy area, for tree load modeling methods.

finish at different moments depending on the AEM capacity use rate and the types of driven gear, for different
AEM groups. That is why the reduction of additional reactive power consumption will be seen on the diagrams
proceeding by several steps, in the course of AEM acceleration. Besides, a number of active power surges will take
place in the process of AEM returning to its normal slip values.
It has to be noted that EMTP in AEM do not principally differ from SLC provided that the voltage on the
terminals of AEM does not decrease fast and does not fall below its critical value (Ucr ). This condition can only be
fulfilled for SC occurring in an external distribution network, at a long distance from electric motors, or in industrial
energy area, as well as when dynamic compensators of interruptions/undervoltages on AEM terminals are used.
If EMTP calculation results show that the voltagee on the terminals of AEM and SEM falls below Ucr it is
not correct to represent nods of load with the help of generalized SLCs. In this case, the network of industrial
energy area has to be introduced into the calculation model in its either complete or simplified form (reduction of
the network elements may be allowed), by modeling the major electric power plants of this energy area including
SPVSs and WPSs, nods of loads (with the application of dynamic models of major AEMs and SEMs), OHL and
power transformers (Mitra et al. 2016 [29]; Kakran and Chanana, 2018 [30]).
In EMTP calculations, load impedance modeling method, for particular schematic and load-related conditions,
has to be selected with the account of the test calculations results. Comparative calculations have to be performed
with the use of the detailed and simplified load models. In case that the difference is not considerable, simplified
models are preferable since designing complete models of load requires high labor costs.
As far as the reliable operation of the SPVS or WPS depends on the proper choice of the load description method,
particular attention has to be payed to the problem of defining critical voltage on the AEM and SEM terminals.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Defining critical voltage on the terminals of AEM and SEM
Critical voltage Ucr is the lowest voltage of the electric receiver static stability range. In reference to AEM
and SEM, the process of static stability disturbance is called ‘changeover’ which means that electric motor cannot
develop the required capacity shaft output and decelerates consuming greater reactive current and power from the
network.
In real conditions, undervoltage on the terminals of many types of electric receivers causes their shutdown which
has nothing in common with the disturbance of static stability. In industrial energy areas, shutdown of such electric
receivers designed for voltages of 0.4 kV as fluorescent lamps may happen due to the self-tripping of magnetic
starters (MS), undervoltage protection, etc.
In the new-type MSs, the self-tripping voltage range is 0.6 UN to 0.7 UN , while those that have been in operation
for a long time have the self-tripping point on the level of 0.8 UN to 0.9 UN . MSs are activated due to the cascade
tripping. For instance, switching-off single MS of oil pump maintaining pressure in AEM (SEM) bearing assemblies
leads to activating the technological protection system, as the response to low oil pressure, in the lubrication circuit,
and the corresponding motor stops. This technological process breaks resulting in disturbances at the industrial
enterprise and switching-off other electric receivers by the system of technological interlocks. Such processes are
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physically nonhomogeneous but all of them are followed by disturbing normal operation of electric consumers and
damage. That is why it is advisable to apply parameter Ucr to all kinds of electric receivers malfunctioning due to
the low voltage levels.
Value Ucr on the electric motor terminals can be calculated. Rotational moment produced by AEM under voltage
U to M = Mmax (U/U N )2 where Mmax is the maximum rotational moment under voltage UN . Making no account
of insignificant effects, AEM has to develop rotating moment Mop , in normal operation mode, in which case the
expression for critical conditions has the following form:
)
(
Ucr 2
Mmax
≈ Mop
(1)
UN
Formula for calculating Ucr can be deduced from Eq. (1):
√
Mop
Ucr = UN
Mmax

(2)

The ratio of the operating moment to its nominal value approximately equals to capacity use rate kuse calculated
as P/PN . The ratio of Mmax to MN is the multipleness of maximum moment mmax . After transforming Eq. (2) we
will have the following new expression for Ucr :
√
kuse
Ucr = UN
(3)
m max
Therefore, Ucr for AEM depends mainly on its capacity use rate. For the rated value of capacity use (kuse = 1)
and mmax = 2.2 we obtain Ucr = 0.675 UN
Value Ucr for SEM also depends on loading but, in still greater degree, it depends on the value of excitation
current (Iex ). If Iex of SEM is maintained on one and the same level, for variable voltage, Ucr is defined by the
preset operating value of the power factor (cosϕop ). Higher values of Iex correspond to reactive power output into
the network, while its lower values correspond to consuming reactive power from the network. In the latter case,
values Ucr will be high enough to initiate SEM changeover even in conditions of distant SCs, in an external network.
In case that undervoltage on the SEM terminals causes the growth of Iex , as a result of automatic regulator (AER)
activation or due to the step-wise boost, Ucr values for this SEM will be nearly identical to those of AEM and even
lower. Such operating mode of SEM is the most preferable.
Cases are known when cos ϕop of SEM was retained on a level close to 1 in spite that its AER was out of
operation. The optimal SEM operating mode is as follows: the stator current is as low as possible (Q ≈ 0), Iex
is substantially lower than its rated value in which case SEM is heated insignificantly. It has to be noted that, in
undervoltage conditions in the network, the steady-state stability of SEM will be disturbed before the step-wise
excitation forcing with 0.8 UN to 0.85 UN actuation setpoint activates.
Value Ucr on the terminals of SEM group, for constant excitation currents, can be calculated as follows:
Ucr ≈ UN q −0.5

(4)

where
q =1+

1
p2

(

UN2
−Q
X

)2
(5)

UN2 cos ϕN
(6)
PN
and UN is rated voltage of SEM (kV), P and Q are, respectively, active and reactive power consumed by the entire
SEM group (MWM, MVAr), xd is synchronous resistance (a.u.). Q > 0 when SEMs consume reactive power from
the network.
Dependence Ucr on the operating value cos ϕop in accordance with Eq. (4) is shown in Fig. 3 (solid line).
If SEM has static-type excitation system (when Iex is proportional to the voltage on SEM terminals) Ucr can be
defined as follows, for the switched-off state of AER device:
X = xd ·

Ucr ≈ UN q −0.25

(7)
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Fig. 3. Dependence Ucr (cos ϕop ) on the terminals of SEM type STD-5000-2.

Value q is calculated from Eq. (5), while dependence Ucr on the operating value of cosϕop corresponds to the
dashed line in Fig. 3. SEM stability will be high enough compared to the situation when value Iex does not change,
and value Ucr will be greater than the setpoint of excitation forcing activation.
Operating conditions in which SEM static stability is maintained with the use of excitation forcing cannot
last for a long time because SEM will be switched-off by overcurrent protection leading to the disturbance of
technological process. That is why the operating mode when cosϕop ≈ 1 is strongly undesired, for SEM operating
without voltage-controlled AER.
Values Ucr , in load nods of operating voltage 110 kV and higher, located away from electric receivers, may
essentially exceed those of electric receivers since voltage loss in the network grows with decreasing voltage. In
order to define adequate Ucr values, in the load nods, one has to extend the calculation algorithm with major OHLs
and power transformers connecting particular load nods to the terminals of 6 kV to 10 kV electric receivers. The
loads of 6 kV to 10 kV bars are allowed to be added together ignoring small resistance between them.
Values Ucr for AEM and SEM have to be defined according to their static stability conditions described by
Eqs. (4)–(7). For other types of electric receivers, values Ucr ≈ 0.75UN , have to be assigned because they have
self-disconnection function, for the reasons mentioned above.
SSOM calculations are performed in the conventional manner but with voltage control on the electric receivers’
terminals. If, in any network nod, U < Ucr this operating mode has to be qualified as failed to actually exist.
Approximate values can be obtained in the assumption that, in nods 110 kV to 330 kV:
Ucr ≈ max(0.7UN ; 0.75UN )

(8)

where Ust is voltage in particular load nod, in normal operating conditions of the energy system/isolated energy
area.
Eq. (8) is not applicable to the following situations when Ucr may considerably exceed these specified values:
- there are long-distance heavily loaded OHLs connected to load nods, i.e. when voltage loss is rather high,
- step-down transformers are equipped with automatic voltage control (AVC),
- substantial share of active power (over 10 % to 15 %) is consumed by SEM group.
AVC device increases the voltage across electric receivers’ terminals when that of mains falls which results in
growth of the current consumed from the network. Therefore, the voltage loss in the supply mains grows thus
reducing the voltage-related static stability reserve of the affected load nod.
In SSOM calculations, if U < Ucr , in one or several nods, the risk of both calculating process shutdown (due to
its nonconvergence) and obtaining incorrect results is high. The latter may happen because AEMs and SEMs have
not been taken into account that may easily changeover, as well as other electric receivers capable to switch-off
spontaneously. Anyway, expressions for SLC make it possible to define P and Q for any voltage levels. This feature
was purposely integrated into expressions for SLC. The matter is that in the iterative process of SSOM calculation,
values of variables may change in a wide range. Therefore, iterative calculations would have not been possible if
SLC were only applicable for U > U cr .
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That is why voltage levels control, in the nods of energy system/isolated energy area, has to be performed while
calculating operating modes. It is expedient to extend the initial information related to the parameters of load nods
by values Ucr and to check their compliance with condition U > U cr , for all nods of the network section after
successful completing iterations.
3.2. Adequate representation of SLC for voltage and frequency
An important difference between SLC calculations with the use of SSOM and EMTP is that SLCs defined in
SSOM apply to the entire nod load while, in EMTP calculations, they determine only its static portion. In EMTP
calculations, it is correct to apply SLC to the entire load provided that there is no AEM and SEM connected to this
particular nod. Let us study the problem of adequate SLC representation for voltage and frequency, for operating
mods calculations, in more detail.
Dependence of the active power on voltage is mainly defined by the configuration of electric receivers, and to a
lesser extent it depends on the power loss. For static-type electric receivers, active power is defined as follows:
∑ U2
Pstat ≈
(9)
R
where R is active resistance.
When R does not depend (or scarcely depends) on voltage Pstat varies by 2% per 1% of voltage variation. If R
decreases with voltage becoming smaller due to lower heating by flowing currents dependence of Pstat on voltage is
weaker. Power consumption of incandescent electric lamps and fluorescent lamps decreases by ∼1.6% and 1% to
2% when voltage fall by 1%. Reactive power Qstat consumed by static-type electric receivers is not normally high.
Therefore, it can be ignored in a qualitative analysis.
In case of AEM and SEM, the major part of the active power consumed from the network is transferred to the
rotating mechanisms (Pmech ). Value Pmech is defined by the following expression:
Pmech = ωmech · Mmech (ωmech )

(10)

where ωmech is rotation velocity, Mmech is load resistant torque developed by rotating mechanism depending on
ωmech .
Value ωmech , for SEM, depends only on the frequency until U > U cr . For AEM, a slight dependence of ωmech on
voltage takes place due to the variation of AEM rotor slip in relation to the stator magnetic field. Correspondently,
ωmech varies, in a narrow range.
Active power loss in SEM and AEM, as wells that in mains OHL, are proportional to I 2 growing with the
voltage decrease. And contrariwise, active power loss defined by excitation currents of SEM, AEM and power
transformers decreases considerably with falling voltage. Consequently, active power consumed by electric motors
weakly depends on voltage in which case derivative dPdv /dU may have either positive or negative value.
Reactive power consumption by AEM decreases with voltage reduction due to that of excitation current, for
normal voltage levels and overvoltages. Consumption of reactive power by AEM grows as a result of increasing
current and Σ I 2 X power loss, in undervoltage conditions, when voltage tends to Ucr . (An example of AEM SLC is
shown in Fig. 4a).
Static characteristics for SEM active power are nearly similar to those of AEM. To a certain extent it applies to
SEM reactive power characteristics, having in mind that QSEM consumption from the network grows when voltage
tends to Ucr . However, SLC of QSEM is shifted towards the range of negative values if SEM transfers reactive power
into the network (see Fig. 4b). Fig. 4b presents SLC of SEM, for switched-on and switched-off AER due to the
voltage deviation, for various cos ϕ values.
Arrows indicate critical operating conditions. For all electric receivers, positive values of active/reactive power
correspond to power consumption from the network.
It is seen from Fig. 4b that SEM starts to consume reactive power from the network, in undervoltage conditions,
if AER is shut-off, while for the switched-on AER generation of reactive power grows with voltage.
The most commonly applied SLC is that in which active and reactive power consumed in a particular nod, in the
initial operating mode (Pn0 , Qn0 ), are introduced not in SLC polynomial but with the help of separate multiplier.
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Fig. 4. (a) SLC for AEM, in conditions of rated loading and small resistance between AEM and power source, (b) SLC of SEM, for
switched-on and switched-off AER due to the voltage deviation, for various cos ϕ values.

It makes it possible to apply the same SLCs to different nods having similar load impedance but different Pn0 and
Qn0 values. SLC(polynomials
) (functions ϕ1 and ϕ2 ) are dimensionless:
Pn
U f
= ϕ1
,
Pn0
(U0 f N )
(11)
U f
Qn
= ϕ2
,
Q n0
U0 f N
(
)
U f
i.e. Pn = Pn0 · ϕ1
,
U0 ) f N
(
(12)
U f
Q n = Q n0 · ϕ2
,
U0 f N
By transition to dimensionless SLCs, with the use of Eqs. (11) and (12), the process of their representation for
modeling becomes much easier. Nevertheless, it is not convenient for Qn0 < 0 which belongs to possible options,
in case of large-capacity devices application designed for reactive power compensation, in the circuit of internal
power supply of industrial energy areas.
Variations of the consumed active power due to frequency change is negligible, for static-type electric receivers.
For AEM and SEM, values of net capacitance Pmech transferred to the rotating mechanism is defined by Eq. (10).
Dependences of load resistant torque Mmech , for the driven mechanism, on angular rate ωmech differ, for various
mechanisms. Correspondently, dependences Pmech (ωmech ) are not identical as it is shown in Fig. 5 where Mmech
(ωmech ) are drawn with dashed lines while Pmech (ωmech ) are drawn with solid ones.
Since angular rate ωmech is proportional to the mains frequency, within the accuracy of AEM slip variations,
while the power of a driven mechanism is proportional to the active power consumed from the network, with an
accuracy to the value of power loss, SLCs of AEM and SEM correspond to the solid lines, in Fig. 5.
Dependences Qn (f ) are defined by the same factors as dependences Qn (U). Besides, it has to be kept in mind that
inductive reactances are proportional to frequency. Therefore, reactive power loss in the network (Σ I 2 X) decreases
while this of excitation currents (Σ U 2 /Xµ ) grows with frequency reduction.
In distribution networks of energy areas with small-distance OHL and voltage nods whose voltage is close to
UN the aggregate loss associated with excitation currents of AEM, SEM and power transformers exceed those of
OHL series resistance. That is why the combined effect of small frequency drops appears in Pn reduction and Qn
growth.
Results of general analysis and field experiments show that processes (fast, long-duration) take place, in the
impedance load, due to the voltage and/or frequency variations in mains. These processes make their effect on the
power consumption. There exist two principally different types of such processes and reasons for their activation:
1. Voltage variations in energy areas where loads are represented by their SLCs, in calculation model, that are
initiated due to the activation of AVC devices controlling transformer ratios, in substations, as well as a result of
slower manual control of switching equipment on live power circuits.
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Fig. 5. Dependences Mmech (ωmech ) and Pmechx (ωmech ): 1 – radial flow compressor, 2 – hydraulic pump with low static head, 3 – hydraulic
pump with high static head, 4 – reciprocating compressor or grinder.

2. Change of the number of electric receivers in active state in accordance with the technological process
conditions. Example: drying processes for raw materials, active mineral supplements and solid fuels used for cement
manufacture extend in time, in undervoltage conditions. In such cases, the need for greater number of active air
blowers may arise, in systems where a certain pressure level of the working medium shall be maintained. When
undervoltage on the AEM terminals occurs the performance of pumps decreases, and the automated control system
(ACS) issues control signal for starting more backup pumps, in order to restore the required pressure level, in the
system.
The effects described above have to be explained as an adaptation of consumers to the changing energy supply
environment. The distribution of these phenomena in time depends on characteristics of particular impedance load.
For inertia-free (such as thyristor-controlled circuitries applied in DC driving system) or fast-response (for
instance, tractive effort control systems used in electric transport enterprises) ACS operating mode, these processes
cannot be detected against the background of standard reactions of electric receivers to the power supply mode
variations. In these cases, natural SLCs defining instant reactions of Pload and Qload to the voltage and/or frequency
deviations in the network will be obtained, in the experimental processe.
Slow response of electric receivers to the network operating parameters deviation has to be qualified as consumer
adaptation. The SLC form, with the account of adaptation processes, is shown in Fig. 6 where voltage is controlled
manually, between points 1 and 2, while between points 2 and 7, load adaptation to these changes takes place. In
calculations, particularly this form of SLC has to be considered in case when operating modes that require certain
time intervals (for instance, from 10 minutes to 1 h) for coming to stay at their steady-state level are dealt with. For

Fig. 6. Time diagram of Pload depending on the change of mains voltage: (a) example of natural SLC behavior (interval between points 1
and 2), (b) SLC with the adaptation effect (interval between points 1 and 7).
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longer time intervals, cause–effect relationships between the power consumption and network operating parameters
lose their dependability due to the stochastic non-regular character of load oscillations.
Graphs in Fig. 6 show that when mains undervoltage occurs values Pload and Qload decrease initially but then they
start growing making the post-emergency operation mode heavier. That is why load impedance adaptation effects
have to be considered while calculating post-emergency operation conditions since they may cause disconnecting
SPVSs and WPSs.
3.3. Specific aspects of calculating EMTP for asynchronous motors
In order to raise the accuracy of EMTP calculation results for power networks in industrial energy areas
comprising AEMs, for all values of rotation velocity, dependence of rotor resistances x and r on the rotation velocity
has to be taken into account.
Physical behavior of magnetic fields and currents in AEM rotor is such that the current flows within the rotor
meet different resistance depending on the depth of their location. In Fig. 7a, simplified schematic view of AEM
cross-section portion where lines of magnetic field force are shown, for two current branches, one of which is
located in the depth of the rotor and the other flows in its subsurface area. It is seen that power lines of subsurface
currents close in the air gap thus reducing the aggregate strength of magnetic field.

Fig. 7. (a) simplified schematic view of AEM cross-section, (b) dependence of AEM parameters on motor slip (s).

Until the value of AEM rotation velocity is high the frequency of currents in the rotor is low, and the difference
between inductance values in the depth and on the surface of the rotor is insignificant. However, decreasing rotation
velocity leads to the growth of frequency of currents, in rotor, and the currents flowing in the depth of rotor meet
much greater resistance compared to those flowing in the subsurface. Therefore, the effect of current flows ejection
towards the surface of the rotor occurs.
The average inductance value decreases as long as the currents are ejected towards the surface since a certain
portion of magnetic field generated by rotor currents closes in the air gap, while the active resistance grows because
of the cross-section reduction through which these currents flow. Examples of x(s) and r(s) dependences defined by
rotor currents ejection are shown in Fig. 7b.
Methods are known that make it possible to take account of resistance change, in AEM rotor, for various slip
values, and to obtain sufficiently correct representations for M(s) and I(s) characteristics. These characteristics have
to be defined for UN .
In the first method, the parallel current routes, in the rotor, are separated one from another in order to describe
them with the use of multi-loop structure composed of a number of parallel current branches. Such model will
be adequate provided that sufficient number of parallel circuits has been selected and that their parameters have
been correctly defined. However, selecting resistance values is not unique even for only two circuits, in the rotor
schematic model.
This method is applied in SWP ‘EUROSTAG’ implementing ‘complete model’ in which AEM equivalent-circuit
resistances correspond to the defined AEM parameters (M and I), for two slip values. Critical slip scr is defined for
rotation speed close to its rated value when motor torque attains its maximum. The second value has to be specified
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Fig. 8. (a) Graphs of initial data for modeling m(s) and i(s) in AEM, (b) Dependence of electromagnetic moment m on AEM slip s.

for zero rotation speed. Selection of reference resistances is rather correct. Nevertheless, one has to check whether it
complies with the intergraduated values m and i for s > scr (see Fig. 8a). Values of mmax and mmin are not normally
associated with particular values of s.
The advantage of AEM model in SWP ‘EUROSTAG’ is that it takes the account of transient electromagnetic
processes, in rotor, like those of synchronous mechanisms. In this EMTP model, AEM motor torque depends not
only on s but also on derivative ds/dt (see Fig. 8b). Graphs in Fig. 8b were calculated for the following conditions:
Mmax /MN = 2.2, Mstart /MN = 1.2.
Among disadvantages of such AEM model the complicity of parameter definition for two circuits of the rotor
schematics has to be mentioned. The problem is that there exist many variants while dependences M(s) and I(s)
on circuit resistances are non-linear. Moreover, there is no support algorithm, in SWP ‘EUROSTAG’, making it
possible to define the desired parameters for either automated or semi-automated operating mode. That is why
application of double-circuit AEM rotor model is not effective, in real conditions.
The second method for sampling correct values of x(s) and r(s), for AEM, is to define slip values by calculations.
SWP ‘MUSTANG’ comprises a subroutine making it possible to specify relative values m = M/M N , I = I/I N , for any
slips, in order to control the shape of graphs m(s), i(s), x(s) and r(s). Certain calculating instruments for compensating
possible nonmonotonicity of i(s), x(s) and r(s) variations (which is an indicator of some errors) is also provided.
Let us describe the algorithm of operations designed to obtain desired results:
- specifying catalogued data for particular AEM,
- values of x and r are calculated in SWP, for AEM equivalent-circuit, in which case intergraduated values of
x(s) and r(s) are determined by linear interpolation in resistance and non-linear interpolation in motor torque and
current,
- dependences m(s) and i(s) are calculated in SWP and are represented in graphic form,
- either parameters of AEM calculation model have to be checked or intergraduated values of m(s) and i(s) have
to be introduced to adjust the model. It is necessary in case that either minimal motor torque mmin exceeds it actual
value or dependence i(s) appears to have non-monotonous form,
- recalculation of x(s), r(s), m(s) and i(s) is carried out, in SWP, and calculation results (see Fig. 7b) that can be
corrected again are represented in graphic form.
As a rule, simplified AEM models describe EMTP correctly enough (AEM decelerating in undervoltage
conditions, the processes of AEM automatic starting) but ignoring electromagnetic processes has the following
consequences:
1. Voltage across AEM terminals decays during a time period from tenths of a second to several seconds after its
disconnecting from mains line. It is important to bear in mind in terms of selecting setpoints for automatic starting
devices of the energy system. It has to be noted that, in simplified models, voltage across AEM terminals falls down
to zero immediately.
2. Graphic diagrams for AEM current and power after switching-over comprise variable components that are not
taken account of, in simplified AEM model, which has to be considered wile analyzing operation of PR equipment
in SPVSs, WPSs and other PGPs.
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Fig. 9. Calculated asynchronous characteristics of AEM.

Input power of AEM depends on not only motor slip s but also on its derivative ds/dt. That is why AEM
asynchronous characteristic gets distorted when it starts from a constant-voltage power supply. Fig. 9 shows AEM
asynchronous characteristic in witch electromagnetic processes in rotor have been taken into account (solid line),
as well as its static asynchronous characteristic (gray dashed line).
When necessary, specific issues related to the simplified AEM model that we have discussed can be taken
into consideration, in EMTP calculations with the use of AEM ‘complete model’ with the application of SWP
‘EUROSTAG’. The use of SWP ‘MUSTANG’ will require building an AEM model that takes account of the
electromagnetic processes in rotor in which case modeling has to be supported by the initial SEM model.
In EMTP calculations, an adequate account of the impedance load, as a whole, and particularly that of AEM
characteristics, enables to evaluate the effect of emergency disturbances on the operating mode parameters, in
industrial energy areas. This provides the opportunities for taking well-founded technical decisions, while preparing
design projects, making it possible to prevent mass-scale outages of SPVSs, WPSs and other PGP thus contributing
to a more reliable energy supply.
4. Conclusion
The influence of the impedance load on the parameters of electromechanical transient processes, in industrial
energy areas, is significant. Incorrect account of the load characteristics, in the design process, leads to massscale outages of SPVSs, WPSs and other generating facilities due to emergency disturbances and therefore, causes
considerable damage because of interruption of energy supply to electric receivers.
Alarm processes characterized by active power deficit, in both island and isolated operating modes, develop in
an essentially heavier form, for SPVSs and WPSs, other generating plants and electric receivers that have not been
disconnected compared to their operation in parallel with the energy system.
An approach to selecting methods for impedance load modeling, in industrial energy areas, and those for defining
the value of critical voltage across the load terminals have been suggested. The reasonability of electric motor
dynamic models application has been substantiated.
Specific application conditions of impedance load static characteristics in voltage and frequency, in electromechanical transient processes calculations, have been studied and examples when it is acceptable have been
discussed.
Taking into account specific features of various software packages for operating modes calculations in relation
to the electric motors behavior modeling makes it possible to adequately describe them as a part of the entire
impedance load. Methods for taking into account electromagnetic transient processes, in rotors of asynchronous
motors, have been described.
Adequate account of the impedance load ensures reliable functioning of SPVSs and WPSs as a part of energy
systems and isolated energy areas thus preventing their unreasonable outages and breakages of power supply to
electric receivers, in industrial enterprises.
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